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directed assembly of quantum dots in liquid
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Hybrid fluorescent liquid crystalline (LC) composites containing inorganic quantum dots (QDs) are

promising materials for many applications in optics, nanophotonics and display technology, combining

the superior emission capability of QDs with the externally controllable optical properties of LCs. In this

work, we propose the hybrid LC composites that were obtained by embedding CdSe/ZnS QDs into

a series of host LC block copolymers of different architectures by means of a two-stage ligand exchange

procedure. The ABA/BAB triblock copolymers and AB diblock copolymers with different polymerization

degrees are composed of nematogenic phenyl benzoate acrylic monomer units and poly(4-

vinylpyridine) blocks, which are capable of binding to the QD surface. Our results clearly show that the

spatial distribution of QDs within composite films as well as the formation of QD aggregates can be

programed by varying the structure of the host block copolymer. The obtained composites form

a nematic LC phase, with isotropization temperatures being close to those of the initial host block

copolymers. In addition, the influence of the molecular architecture of the host block copolymers on

fluorescence properties of the obtained composites is considered. The described strategy for the QD

assembly should provide a robust and conventional route for the design of highly ordered hierarchical

hybrid materials for many practical applications.
Introduction

Hybrid uorescent polymer composites are of great scientic
and technological interest as a new generation of materials for
nanophotonics,1–3 sensing,4,5 optical coding,6 and display tech-
nology.7,8 These composites offer a unique opportunity for
design and development of new hybrid systems by combining
the features of both organic and inorganic components in one
material. Fluorescence properties of these composites are
usually provided by the inorganic part – semiconductor nano-
crystals, such as quantum dots (QDs), nanorods or nano-
platelets. QDs are well-known for their unique uorescence
properties such as size-dependent emission, high optical
stability, high uorescence quantum yield and emission
brightness.9,10 The second component of the hybrid material,
the polymer matrix, is responsible for the mechanical
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properties of the composite and allows fabrication of lms or
bers.11–14 Besides that, the polymer matrix can stabilize QDs,
pattern them or provide some extra functionality of the hybrid
material if a specialized polymer is used as the matrix.

Liquid crystalline (LC) polymers may be considered as
a promising functional polymer matrix for hybrid uorescent
polymer composites with externally controllable emission. LC
polymers combine good processing properties of polymers with
the features of an LC phase: anisotropy, self-assembly and
sensitivity to a broad range of external factors. Following these
considerations, successful attempts to incorporate QDs in LC
homopolymers and random copolymers have been re-
ported.15–18 Depending on the type of the LC phase, the obtained
composites were found to exhibit various optical and morpho-
logical features. Thus, in the hybrid lms of smectic LC poly-
mers QDs were assembled in thin layers, and alternate
nanolayers of LC polymer and nanoparticles were observed.15

Introducing QDs into cholesteric LC polymers allowed mate-
rials with photooptically and electrically controlled circularly
polarized uorescence to be designed.16

Although some success has been reached in the preparation
of hybrid LC composites, there is one crucial challenge lying in
intrinsic incompatibility between the QDs and LC polymer
matrix. Generally, the LC phase prefers to force out nano-
particles, which are compelled to form aggregates or
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
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accumulate in the defects of an LC phase.19,20 This reason limits
the maximum allowable concentration of QDs in hybrid LC
composites and may provoke a macrophase separation. The
problem of phase incompatibility could be overcome by using
LC homopolymers and random copolymers, which contain
special “anchor” monomer units suitable for attaching to the
QD surface.15,18 Such an approach can considerably decrease the
aggregation of QDs, thus allowing to prepare LC composites
with QD content up to 20 wt%. However, some unevenness of
the QD distribution still can be detected in the obtained
composites. Moreover, introducing QDs directly into the LC
phase may disturb an LC order and result in alteration of the
characteristics of the LC phase. As it has been shown in ref. 15,
introducing QDs into the LC phase can decrease the melting
point of the latter and increase the glass transition temperature
of composites. In turn, these effects can result in the contrac-
tion of the temperature range of the LC phase formation.

An alternative approach to achieve better compatibility
between inorganic nanoparticles and organic matrix is based on
the application of block copolymers containing a block capable
of binding to nanoparticle surface. By this approach, many
hybrid QD composites have been prepared21–24 and various
photonic elements including 3D photonic array containing
QDs,25 multi-color emitting hybrid microspheres,26 electrolu-
minescent lms,27 hybrid organic lms for solar cells,28 hybrid
nanowires,29 and resonators for microcavity lasing30 have been
demonstrated. In addition to good compatibility between
nanoparticles and a polymer matrix, block copolymers furnish
excellent opportunity to develop a multifunctional polymer
matrix for hybrid composites due to the following reasons.

Block copolymers, as a rule, are characterized by microphase
separated structure where each constituent block forms its own
microphase. Lamellar, cylindrical, gyroid, spherical and many
other structures have been observed in block copolymer mate-
rials.31–34 The specic type of the structure formed by a block
copolymer is dened by the ratio between its constituent blocks,
their sequence and chemical structure. The presence of such
microstructure in the hybrid composite lm provokes accu-
mulation of QDs in the microphases of the binding block, thus
leading to self-assembly of QDs in various three-dimensional
arrangements.24,35 Furthermore, one or more blocks of a block
copolymer can include particular functional units that endow
composites with specic functions. Using this approach, con-
ducting QD/polymer hybrid lms with good processability and
lm formation properties were prepared.36 These lms were
manifested as an efficient material for light-emitting diodes in
comparison with pristine QDs. It should be stressed that the
specic functional groups may be localized in microphases that
do not contain QDs if the interaction between QDs and such
groups is undesirable.

In view of the foregoing, LC block copolymers containing
a block capable of binding to QDs could be a convenient and
versatile platform for designing hybrid LC–QD composites with
controllable spatial distribution of QDs. Nevertheless, to our
knowledge, there has been no report that is devoted to such
hybrid composites prepared on the basis of LC block copoly-
mers and QDs. In our recent report we have tested ABA LC
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
triblock copolymers containing two end poly(4-vinylpyridine)
blocks as the host matrix for hybrid uorescent LC polymer–
QD composites.37 The aim of that work was to achieve a signif-
icant concentration of QDs embedded into the polymer matrix
while keeping their dispersion stable. We have demonstrated
that these block copolymers allow preparation of composites
with the loading of QDs up to 10 wt%. The obtained composites
are characterized by the uniform QD distribution and complete
preservation of the characteristics of pristine LC phase.

Here, our motivation is to study the inuence of the LC block
copolymer molecular architecture on the morphology of LC
polymer–QD composite lms in terms of spatial distribution
and assembly of QDs. In addition, phase behavior and uo-
rescence properties of the hybrid composites are examined.

To achieve this, we synthesized a series of LC block copoly-
mers that enabled us to trace the effects of three parameters of
the block copolymer architecture (Fig. 1a) on the morphology of
LC–QD composites. These parameters include (i) the number of
blocks in a copolymer (tri- and diblock copolymers), (ii) the
mutual arrangement of blocks (ABA and BAB triblock copoly-
mers), and (iii) the polymerization degree of LC and poly(4-
vinylpyridine) blocks (pVP blocks). In addition, we compared
these block copolymers with random copolymers having the
same ratio of monomer units from the standpoint of their
applicability as a matrix of hybrid LC composites. Our LC block
copolymers are composed of acrylic phenyl benzoate (PhM)
monomer units forming a nematic LC phase, and pVP blocks
capable of binding to QDs. PhM block forming only the
simplest nematic LC phase38 was chosen as an LC part of the
block copolymers to focus onmorphology of hybrid composites.
The choice of VP units for a binding block is associated with the
high ability of poly(4-vinylpyridine) to bind to the QD surface.

Results and discussion
Composite preparation

All copolymers used in this work were synthesized by the
reversible addition fragmentation chain transfer (RAFT) poly-
merization. The symmetrical ABA (A and B stand for PhM and
pVP blocks, respectively) triblock copolymers with end pVP
blocks were obtained according to the procedure described
previously (Scheme S1†).39 The same procedure was used for the
BAB triblock and diblock copolymers but the polymerization
processes were mediated by two other RAFT agents. The diblock
copolymers were synthesized in the presence of commercially
available CPDDTC (Fig. S1a†), containing one trithiocarbonate
fragment. In the case of the BAB triblock copolymer, a special
RAFT agent was synthesized (Fig. S1b†) using the modied
procedure described in the literature.40 This RAFT agent named
as di-CPDDTC contains two trithiocarbonate fragments leaving
groups of which are connected by a small spacer. The use of di-
CPDDTC agent allowed us to keep the sequence of the mono-
mer addition as it was done in the case of the synthetic proce-
dure described for the ABA triblock copolymers. The sequence
of the monomer addition is important because the activity of 4-
vinylpyridine in copolymerization with alkyl acrylates is higher
by more than an order of magnitude.41,42 The random
RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 15264–15273 | 15265



Fig. 1 (a) The chemical structure of the triblock, diblock and random copolymers. (b) The schematic route of the ligand exchange procedure.

Fig. 2 FTIR spectra of pyridine, QDs coated with oleylamine
(QDs@OLA) and QDs after the ligand exchange procedure (QDs@Py).
Dashed rectangles mark spectral areas where characteristic peaks of
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copolymers were synthesized in the presence of CPDDTC, but
both PhM and VP monomers were added simultaneously.

The chemical structures of all the copolymers were analyzed
and proved by 1H NMR spectroscopy and gel permeation
chromatography (GPC). Molecular weights and polydispersity
indices (PDI) of all the copolymers are presented in Table S1.†

The CdSe/ZnS QDs that were used in our study were
synthesized according to the previously reported procedure.43

The QDs were approximately 5 nm in diameter and contained
oleylamine (OLA) surfactant on their surface as a ligand.

The LC polymer–QD composites were prepared by a two-step
ligand exchange procedure described in our previous paper.37

QDs initially capped with OLA were treated with pyridine three
times, and then the labile pyridine ligands were exchanged for
polymer ligand bearing the same binding groups, a block
copolymer or a random copolymer. Each stage of the ligand
exchange was conrmed by the change in solubility of QDs in
the respective solvent (Fig. 1b). Thus, aer the rst ligand
exchange QDs covered with pyridine became insoluble in
hexane or chloroform. When pyridine molecules were
substituted with pVP blocks or units of the copolymer, their
solubility in chloroform was restored. Additionally the presence
of pyridine on the surface of QDs was conrmed by 1H NMR
(Fig. S2†) and FTIR (Fig. 2) spectroscopy. As can be seen, both
methods evidence the presence of aromatic compounds: the
15266 | RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 15264–15273
peaks between 8.68 and 7.17 ppm in the 1H NMR spectrum and
peaks at 1069, 1448, 1113, 1045 and 696 cm�1 in the FTIR
spectrum. It is important to note that the peaks associated with
the alkyl chain of oleylamine are still present in both 1H NMR
and FTIR spectra. However, as it will be discussed in the
following sections, the achieved degree of ligand exchange is
pyridine are present.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
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enough for the successful preparation of the LC polymer–QD
composites.

We suppose that the replacement of pyridine ligands by pVP
blocks of block copolymers is promoted by the following
factors. First of all, this process can be considered as entropy-
driven due to the release of small pyridine molecules. Further
on, the pVP block of the copolymers is a polydentate ligand and
its complexation to the QD surface should be much stronger
than that of monodentate pyridine. Finally, pyridine is a volatile
substance that can be easily removed under reduced pressure so
that the exchange equilibrium is shied towards the formation
of the complex with the copolymer.

As a result of the two stage ligand exchange procedure
describe above, we have obtained a series of LC polymer–QD
composites, which differ in the type of the copolymer ligand but
have the same loading of QDs equal to 10 wt% (Table 1). The LC
polymer–QD composites were designated according to the
chemical structure of the host polymer matrix. For instance, the
composites based on the ABA triblock copolymers are marked
as Vn-LCm-Vn, while the composites based on the AB diblock
copolymer are marked as Vn-LCm. In all cases, n andm stand for
the polymerization degree of pVP and PhM blocks respectively.
Since the loading of QDs in all of the composites was equal to
10 wt%, it was not reected in the designation of composites.
Fig. 3 (a) The POM images of the pVP120-b-pPhM100 sample and (b)
DSC curves of the diblock copolymers and homopolymers.
Phase behavior and morphology of the copolymers

Before discussing the characteristics of the hybrid composites,
the phase behavior and morphology of the host LC block and
random copolymers should be considered. As it was determined
by POM, all the block copolymers form a nematic LC phase with
a marble texture that is typical of the PhM homopolymer
(Fig. 3a). However, there is the difference in isotropization
temperatures of the block copolymers (Table S2†) that may be
explained by the following reasons. As it was reported previ-
ously, the isotropization temperature of PhM homopolymer
depends on the length of its polymer chain in the case when the
polymerization degree is lower than 100.38 This could explain
the changes in the isotropization temperature within the series
of diblock and triblock copolymers. Furthermore, the lower
isotropization temperature of the triblock copolymers when
compared to the diblock copolymers may be associated with the
Table 1 Phase behavior and morphology of the hybrid composites

Composite Host copolymer
Glass tran
temperat

V20-LC40-V20 pVP20-b-pPhM40-b-pVP20 33
V60-LC40-V60 pVP60-b-pPhM40-b-pVP60 34
LC20-V40-LC20 pPhM20-b-pVP40-b-pPhM20 30
V120-LC100 pVP120-b-pPhM100 32
V120-LC40 pVP120-b-pPhM40 32/138
V60-LC40 pVP60-b-pPhM40 31
VLC-1 p(VP50-r-pPhM50) 50
VLC-2 p(VP75-r-pPhM25) 67

a N – nematic phase, I – isotropic melt. Isotropization enthalpy (in J g�1) is g
– unclear type of a microphase separated structure, which still contains d

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
connement of PhM units between two amorphous pVP blocks
in the former. This connement may increase the number of
defects in the ordering of PhM groups near the microphase
interfaces and, as a result, decrease the isotropization temper-
ature of nematic phase. In contrast to block copolymers, the
random copolymers with the same ratio of monomer units did
not form any LC phase.

DSC measurements have revealed that pVP120-b-pPhM100

and pVP120-b-pPhM40 diblock copolymers have two glass
sition
ure, �C Phase behaviora Microphase separationb

N 105 (0.6) I U
N 111 (0.3) I L
N 87 (0.6) I U
N 127 (0.6) I C
N 117 (0.2) I L
N 115 (0.7) I U
— —
— —

iven in brackets. b L – lamellar structure, C – cylindrical structure, and U
iscrete microphases formed by pVP blocks.

RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 15264–15273 | 15267
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transition points (Fig. 3b, Table S2†). The one of them located
near 31 �C could be assigned to the PhM block while the higher
value is close to that of the VP block. The rest of the block
copolymers are characterized by only one glass transition
temperature, which is approximately 32 �C and can be associ-
ated with the PhM block. The glass transition temperatures of
the p(VP50-r-pPhM50) and p(VP75-r-pPhM25) random copolymers
were found to be 51 and 65 �C, respectively, that is, their
physicochemical properties are additive.

The presence of two glass transition temperatures in the DSC
curve of a block copolymer is an indirect indication that the
microphase separation occurs in the polymer structure. To
reveal the microphase separation structure, thin slices of block
copolymer samples were studied with TEM. The TEM samples
were stained with iodine to increase the contrast between pVP
and PhM microphases. As it has been shown previously,44

iodine molecules are selectively adsorbed by pyridine groups
and dark areas in TEM images thus correspond to microphases
formed by pVP blocks.

The TEM study of the pVP120-b-pPhM40 and pVP120-b-pPhM100

lms revealed the formation of lamellar and cylindrical struc-
tures, respectively (Fig. 4a and b). These types of microphase
separated structures agree well with the weight fraction of the
monomer units in these diblock copolymers (Table S1†).
According to the Fourier-transform (FT) analysis, the pVP120-b-
pPhM40 lm is characterized by well-ordered lamellar structure
with themeanmicrophase spacing of about 18 nm. Note that the
FFT image of the pVP120-b-pPhM40 lm (inset in Fig. 4a) displays
the second-order peaks and this is the evidence of high order of
the lamellar structure. This highly ordered structure is supposed
to result from the interplay between the microphase separation
and the LC elastic deformation.45 The pVP120-b-pPhM100 lm
showed a cylindrical microphase structure with the diameter of
cylinders of about 12 nm and the cylinder-to-cylinder distance
about 20 nm. The FFT image of the pVP120-b-pPhM100 lm
indicates the preferential hexagonal packing of cylinders. The
hexagon has a slightly oblate shape, which is likely due to the
distortion of the lm with a diamond knife during the sample
preparation.

In the case of pVP60-b-pPhM40, the character of the micro-
phase separated structure could not be clearly identied from
Fig. 4 The TEM images of cross-sections of the (a) pVP120-b-pPhM40

samples were annealed at 140 �C for 3 h and then stained with iodine fo

15268 | RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 15264–15273
TEM image (Fig. S3†). This is likely to be due to the relatively low
polymerization degree of this copolymer. The FFT pattern
indicates the mean feature spacing of 13 nm for the pVP60-b-
pPhM40 lm without any long-range order. The pVP60-b-pPhM40

block copolymer is characterized by almost the same ratio
between the pVP and PhMmonomer units as pVP120-b-pPhM100,
which forms cylindrical microphase structure. However, the
polymerization degree of pVP60-b-pPhM40 is lower and this
could lead to the transit of this block copolymer to a disorder
area in the phase diagram of such system.46 Thus, the structure
of pVP60-b-pPhM40 may be considered as a disordered inclusion
of short cylindrical or spherical microphases formed by the pVP
blocks into the host matrix.

The pVP60-b-pPhM40-b-pVP60 lm displayed a lamellar
structure with the spacing of 15 nm (Fig. 4c), although only one
glass transition temperature could be resolved in the DSC curve.
The lamellar structure of the pVP60-b-pPhM40-b-pVP60 lm was
less ordered in comparison with that of the pVP120-b-pPhM40

lm. This fact may be associated with two possibilities. First,
the triblock copolymers have two junction points connecting
different blocks as opposed to diblock copolymers having only
one junction point. As junction points prefer to be located at the
interfaces between the microphases,47 the whole macromole-
cules of a block copolymer are forced to be packed in an
appropriate spatial arrangement. Thus, in the case of a diblock
copolymer only one junction point should be settled at the
interface, what could be easily realized as a regular lamellar,
cylindrical or another microstructure. On the other hand, the
macromolecules of a triblock copolymer have to arrange two
junction points on the boundary between microphases. There-
fore, the packing of macromolecules of triblock copolymer
looksmore difficult andmay provoke a considerable decrease in
entropy. To compensate for this, a lamellar structure without
a long-range order may be formed. It is corroborated with the
fact that the pVP60-b-pPhM40-b-pVP60 lm demonstrates
a perfectly oriented lamellar structure near the PET substrate. In
addition, some ordering impediment of the LC phase on the
microphase separation may occur due to the constraints of the
PhM block caused by end pVP blocks.

An undened microphase separated structure was observed
for the pVP20-b-pPhM40-b-pVP20 and pPhM20-b-pVP40-b-pPhM20
, (b) pVP120-b-pPhM100 and (c) pVP60-b-pPhM40-b-pVP60 films. The
r 1 h.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
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triblock copolymers (Fig. S4†), as it was in the case of the pVP60-
b-pPhM40 diblock copolymer. We suppose that both of these
triblock copolymers seem to have too low polymerization degree
to form well-organized structures. Judging from the TEM
images and the ratio of monomer units, these triblock copoly-
mers are supposed to represent a continuous LC matrix with
discrete disordered microphases formed by pVP blocks.
Phase behavior, morphology and uorescence properties of
the LC polymer–QD composites

As the host block copolymers are nematic LC polymers, the
prepared LC polymer–QD composites form only nematic LC
phase with a marble texture (Fig. 5a). The isotropization
temperatures of the composites are almost equal to those of the
initial host copolymers (Table 1, Fig. 5b). For example, the
isotropization temperature of pVP120-b-pPhM100 is decreased
only by 4 �C aer incorporating QDs. Slightly more marked
decrease in isotropization temperatures is pointed out in the
case of those host block copolymers that do not form clear
microphase separated structure. Incorporating QDs does not
affect the glass transition temperature of the pPhM block. The
glass transition temperature of the pVP block was observed only
Fig. 5 (a) The POM image of the composite based on pVP120-b-
pPhM100 and (b) DSC curves of the composites based on the LC
diblock copolymers.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
for the V120-LC40 composite and the obtained value is very close
to that of the initial host block copolymer.

The important aspect of themorphology of hybrid composite
lms is the distribution of nanoparticles. Key factors, dening
QD distribution within block copolymer-based composite lms,
are aggregation of QDs and their concentrating into specied
microphases of the host block copolymers. Therefore, they
should be considered further. Being introduced in amorphous
block copolymers containing pVP block QDs concentrate in
microphases formed by VP units.24,35 The same results were
obtained for ABA LC triblock copolymers with end pVP blocks in
our previous work.37 From this viewpoint, it is most interesting
to consider the morphology of the composites based on host
block copolymers that form ne microphase separation struc-
tures: pVP60-b-pPhM40-b-pVP60, pVP120-b-pPhM40 and pVP120-b-
pPhM100. The morphology of the composite lms as thin slices
were investigated with TEM without staining.

The lms of the V60-LC40-V60 composite based on pVP60-b-
pPhM40-b-pVP60 are characterized by the uniform distribution
of QDs without any ordering (Fig. 6a and S5†). QDs appear as
black dots in the bright eld TEM images and as white dots in
the dark eld TEM image (Fig. S6†) Random nature of the QD
distribution appears to be associated with the absence of the
long-range order in the microphase separated structure of the
initial host block copolymer. Indeed, aer staining the
composite lm with iodine, small areas with the stack of layers
can be found (Fig. S7†).

On the contrary, QDs introduced in pVP120-b-pPhM40 are
arranged in layers, as it can be seen from Fig. 6b. The crystalline
nature of the observed nanoparticles was conrmed with dark
eld TEM image (Fig. S8†). The distance between two neigh-
boring QD layers is 17 nm, which is almost the same value,
observed for the period of the lamellar structure of the pVP120-b-
pPhM40 lm. The same value of period seems to be explained by
the low volume fraction of QDs, which could not have affected
microphase separated structure appreciably. Indeed, as the
density of CdSe is about 6 g cm�3, 10 wt% of QDs incorporated
in the composite correspond only to 1.6 vol%. The schematic
representation of the structure of this composite is shown in
Fig. 7a. Note that despite the presence of clear long-range order
of QD layers, the composite lm looks less ordered than the lm
of the initial host block copolymer. The presence of QDs is likely
to make some difficulties for self-assembling PhM and VP layers
due to extra interaction between pVP blocks.

More pronounced inuence of QDs on self-assembling host
block copolymer was observed for the V120-LC100 composite
based on pVP120-b-pPhM100. The cylindrical structure is
supposed to be formed in this composite because QDs change
the volume fraction of pVP block only insignicantly. In this
case, hexagonal packing of cylinders, which is typical of the host
block copolymer, was lost and only disordered cylinders are
present in the composite lm (Fig. 6c). Some kind of arrange-
ment of cylinders can be seen near the substrate surface but in
the bulk the ordering has only a local character. These facts are
proved by the corresponding FFT images (Fig. 6c, insets). The
inner structure of the composite may be presented as cylinders
lled with QDs and immersed in LC matrix (Fig. 7b). Note that
RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 15264–15273 | 15269



Fig. 6 TEM images of the LC polymer–QD composites: (a) V60-LC40-V60, (b) V120-LC40, (c) V120-LC100, (d) V20-LC40-V20, (e) LC20-V40-LC20, (f)
V60-LC40.
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the orientation of cylinders can be improved by the orientation
of the nematic LC matrix of this composite under external
elds. This research is being carried out in our laboratory.

All three composites described above display the absence of
QD aggregates indicating that pVP60-b-pPhM40-b-pVP60, pVP120-
b-pPhM40, pVP120-b-pPhM100 can efficiently stabilize QDs.
Contrary to these composites, obvious aggregates of QDs were
observed for the V20-LC40-V20 lm based on pVP20-b-pPhM40-b-
pVP20 (Fig. 6d). This difference may be explained with relatively
short length of pVP20-b-pPhM40-b-pVP20 macromolecules,
which prefer to connect neighboring QDs than to form loops on
the surface of QDs.

This suggestion is conrmed by incorporating QDs into the
pPhM20-b-pVP40-b-pPhM20 triblock copolymer and the pVP60-b-
pPhM40 diblock copolymer. These block copolymers have the
monomer ratio and length of the polymer chain similar to
Fig. 7 The schematic representation of the QD distribution in composit

15270 | RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 15264–15273
pVP20-b-pPhM40-b-pVP20 but they cannot bind two QDs due to
their chemical structure. As seen from Fig. 6e, f and S9,†
pPhM20-b-pVP40-b-pPhM20 and pVP60-b-pPhM40 provide the
uniform distribution of QDs without any aggregates. Therefore,
the alteration of the length of the constituent blocks and their
location in the macromolecule of a host block copolymer allow
the aggregation of QDs to be adjusted.

In the case of VLC-1 and VLC-2, TEM observation shows the
uniform distribution of QDs without any aggregation indicating
good compatibility between QDs and random copolymers
(Fig. S10†). However, VLC-1 and VLC-2 do not display the
formation of LC phase similar to the host random copolymers.
Hence, the p(VP50-r-pPhM50) and p(VP50-r-pPhM50) should not
be examined as a suitable polymer matrix for the preparation of
LC polymer–QD composites.
e films based on (a) pVP120-b-pPhM40 and (b) pVP120-b-pPhM100.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
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The lms of the obtained LC polymer–QD composites are
characterized by bright and uniform uorescence in the red
region of the visible spectrum (Fig. 8a). Fluorescence spectra of
all the composite lms except the V20-LC40-V20 lm have the
same feature. As an example, uorescence spectra of V60-LC40-
V60 and V120-LC40 are shown in Fig. 8b. Fluorescence peaks of
these composites are located at 582 nm and match with the
spectra of their solutions in CHCl3 (Fig. S11†) conrming the
absence of QD aggregates in lms of these composites. The
uorescence spectrum of the V20-LC40-V20 composite is red-
shied indicating the aggregation of QDs.48 This fact
conforms to TEM observations that show the presence of
aggregated QDs in the lms of this composite (Fig. 6d). Note
that uorescence spectra of the composites are slightly blue
shied in comparison with that of the pyridine solution of QDs
capped with pyridine. This shi is supposed to be associated
with higher refractive index of the LC block copolymer matrices
than that of pyridine.49,50

To sum up, the microphase separated structure of the
studied LC block copolymers allows preserving the unique
properties of QDs and LC phase due to nanoscale segregation.
In other words, the LC polymer–QD composites under study
possess intrinsic heterogeneity but it is nanoscale heteroge-
neity, which can be nely programmed by the chemical
Fig. 8 (a) Photo of the composite films under UV irradiation (l ¼
365 nm, I ¼ 1 mW cm�2) and (b) fluorescence spectra of composites
films and the pyridine solution of CdSe/ZnS QDs capped with pyridine
(QDs@Py).
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structure of a host block copolymer. Because of a nanoscale
character, such heterogeneity will not induce undesirable
optical phenomena, for instance, light scattering. On the
contrary, LC random copolymers or homopolymers are devoid
of this potentiality producing composites with the spontaneous
QD distribution.

Experimental
Materials and composite preparation

Chloroform, pyridine, methanol, ethyl ether, ethyl acetate,
dimethylformamide (DMF), hexane, 4-vinylpyridine and 2-
cyano-2-propyl dodecyl trithiocarbonate (CPDDTC) were
purchased from Aldrich. Chloroform was passed through
aluminum oxide and distilled. Pyridine was dried over KOH and
distilled over CaH2. CdSe/ZnS quantum dots (QDs) of approxi-
mately 5 nm in diameter covered with oleylamine and sur-
rounded by TOPO matrix were synthesized according to the
previous report.43 The LC di and triblock copolymers as well as
the random copolymers were synthesized by reversible addi-
tion–fragmentation transfer (RAFT) polymerization as
described previously (Scheme S1†).39 The controlled synthesis of
copolymers was performed using three different RAFT agents,
namely S,S0-bis(methyl-2-isobutyrate)trithiocarbonate51 for the
ABA block copolymers, commercially available CPDDTC for the
diblock copolymers and random copolymers, and a specially
designed RAFT agent40 (Fig. S1b†) for BAB triblock copolymer.
As example, the synthesis of pVP60-b-pPhM40-b-pVP60 is briey
described in the ESI.†

Ligand exchange technique: the replacement of oleylamine by
pyridine

The substitution of oleylamine (OLA) QD ligands for pyridine
was done according to the ligand exchange procedure reported
earlier.52 First, QDs were puried from the TOPOmatrix by three
precipitation/redissolution cycles using chloroform and meth-
anol as the solvent and non-solvent, respectively. Then, the
100 mg portion of QDs was dispersed in 20 ml of anhydrous
pyridine and the mixture was placed in an ampoule and purged
with argon for 40 min. The ampoule was sealed and heated to
90 �C for 24 h. Aer that, the reaction ampoule was cooled to
room temperature and opened, the solution of ligand-
exchanged QDs was precipitated with hexane. The precipitate
was collected by centrifugation, washed with an excess of
hexane and dried under vacuum. The described procedure was
repeated three times to achieve the maximum possible degree
of OLA replacement by pyridine. Finally, QDs were dissolved in
pyridine and stored as a solution under argon atmosphere at
0 �C.

Ligand exchange technique: the replacement of pyridine by
triblock copolymer

The typical procedure of LC block copolymer–QD composite
fabrication is shown on the example of V60-LC40-V60 sample (see
Table 1 in the Results and Discussion section). A portion of QDs
solution in pyridine described in the above containing 5.2 mg of
RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 15264–15273 | 15271
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QDs and dispersed in pyridine (150 ml) was added to 47.4 mg of
pVP60-b-pPhM40-b-pVP60 dissolved in chloroform (1 ml). Then
the resulting mixture was thoroughly stirred for 3 h and the
solvents were removed under reduced pressure. The obtained
solid product was dispersed in 1 ml of chloroform and dried
under reduced pressure again. This procedure was repeated ve
times in order to obtain the nal V60-LC40-V60 composite.
Measurements

Polarizing optical microscopic (POM) observations were con-
ducted on an Axio Vert. A1 (Carl Zeiss) microscope equipped
with a CCD camera and a hot stage. Fluorescence microscopy
observations were performed using Micromed 3 LUM micro-
scope (LOMO).

The phase transition temperatures of the polymers were
studied by differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) using a Per-
kinElmer DSC-7 thermal analyzer at the scanning rate of
10 K min�1. The samples were prepared as 10–20 mg pellets.
Prior to the measurements, the samples were heated above the
isotropic melt point to remove thermal history.

TEM images were taken with a LEO 912 AB Omega trans-
mission electron microscope (Carl Zeiss) operating at an
accelerating voltage of 100 kV. TEM specimen were prepared
according to the following procedure. The dispersion of
composite in chloroform were drop-casted onto a PET
substrate, and the obtained lms were annealed at 140 �C for
3 h. Then, the annealed samples were embedded in an epoxy
resin and cured overnight. The sample was subsequently
microtomed to a thickness of about 50 nm using a Reichert-
Gung ultramicrotome with a diamond knife (Diatome) at
room temperature. The microtomed sections oating in water
were placed on copper TEM grids and stained with iodine for
1 h.

Fluorescence spectra were recorded on an M266 automated
monochromator/spectrograph (SOLAR Laser Systems, Belarus)
equipped with a CCD detector U2C-16H7317 (Ormins, Belarus)
and a homemade light-collecting inverted system using
a 100�/0.80 MPLAPON lens (Olympus, Japan) and a homemade
confocal unit with two 100 mm objective lenses. Excitation light
was cut off by Semrock 488 nm RazorEdge® ultrasteep longpass
edge lters (Semrock, USA). Fluorescence of QDs was excited by
a KLM-473/h-150 laser (Plazma, Russia) operating at the wave-
length of 473 nm. An incident light intensity was equal to 50
mW cm�2 as measured with a LaserMate-Q (Coherent) intensity
meter.

The molecular-mass characteristics of the polymers were
analyzed by GPC in DMF containing 0.1 wt% of LiBr at 50 �C on
a PolymerLabs GPC-120 chromatograph equipped with two
columns PLgel 5 mm MIXED B (M¼ (5 � 102) to (1 � 107)) and
a differential refractometer. PMMA standards were used for
calibration.

1H NMR spectra of the QD-polymer composites in the form
of 3% solutions in CDCl3 were recorded on a Bruker DRX500
instrument. The infrared spectra were measured on the Thermo
Nicolet IR200 FTIR spectrometer using 150 scans at the
15272 | RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 15264–15273
resolution of 2 cm�1. The samples were drop-casted on KBr
plates and dried overnight at room temperature.

Conclusions

We have prepared and studied a series of hybrid uorescence
LC polymer–QD composites based on CdSe/ZnS QDs and host
LC block copolymers. The host block copolymers consist of
phenyl benzoate LC blocks and poly(4-vinylpyridine) blocks,
which are responsible for compatibility between QDs and a host
polymer matrix. The content of QDs in the obtained composites
was xed (10 wt%) but the molecular architecture of host block
copolymers was varied. We considered three types of block
copolymers including AB diblock copolymers, ABA and BAB
triblock copolymers. In spite of high content of QDs, all the
composites exhibit nematic LC phase with temperature range
which is close to that of the initial host LC block copolymers. It
was found out that for host ABA triblock copolymers with end
poly(4-vinylpyridine) blocks, QDs form pronounced aggregates
when the total polymerization degree of a block copolymer is
about 80. In case of a BAB triblock copolymer and ABA triblock
copolymer with higher degree of polymerization the uniform
distribution of QDs within composite lms was observed. The
aggregation of QDs can thus be controlled with length of the
constituent blocks and their location in the macromolecule of
a host LC triblock copolymer. QDs incorporated in diblock
copolymers do not form any aggregates as opposed to the host
triblock copolymers. Due to well-organized microphase sepa-
rated structure of the diblock copolymers, QDs are arranged in
either lamellar or cylindrical arrays. It should be pointed out
that random copolymers turn out to be unsuitable for the
preparation of LC polymer–QD composites. These copolymers
can stabilize QDs but despite the samemonomer ratio as that of
block copolymers, they do not form any LC phase. It was shown
that all composite lms demonstrate bright uorescence under
UV and blue irradiation, with spectral characteristics being
virtually the same as those of initial QDs. Thus, the LC block
copolymers containing pVP block seem to be an efficient tool for
designing LC polymer–QD composites with programmed
arrangement of QDs.
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